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Welcome to the LGBT+ history month special edition of The 
Harlington Chronicle!  

 

As you will know from assemblies, form time and the display 

screens in the street, February is LGBT+ History month and many 
of the articles in this edition of The Harlington Chronicle have an 
LGBT+ theme. 

 

The articles this month have been written by a range of 

contributors and hopefully at least one of them will pique your 
interest or explain something that you might not have thought 
about. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you to those that contributed to this edition: 

Jas Caswill, Shaelena Downey, Emily Hill, Ms Cavadias, 
members of the Q&A group  and to those who contributed 

anonymously. 

Any ideas expressed within the following articles are representative of individuals’ 
opinions and are not representative of Harlington Upper School as a whole.  
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Pronouns are those words that are used 
instead of naming a person or thing, 
normally when the person or thing has 
already been named or is clear from the 
conversational context.  Imagine reading 
this: 

“Farther down the riverbank sat a young 
man dressed all in white. The young man 
was the only person in sight. The young 
man’s hair was white, the young man’s 
skin chalk pale, and the young man sat 
and stared up and down the river, as if the 
young man were admiring the view.” 

How much better does the real quote 
look? 

“Farther down the riverbank sat a young 
man dressed all in white. He was the only 
person in sight. His hair was white, his 
skin chalk pale, and he sat and stared up 
and down the river, as if he were admiring 
the view.” 

This a snippet from Good Omens, by Terry 
Pratchett and Neil Gaiman, about 
Pollution (played by Lourdes Faberes in 
the recent Amazon series). 

Pronouns for people include I, You, He, 
She, They and We. For some reason in 
English, the recent* convention is that if a 
single someone isn’t present in a 
conversation and we know their gender 
we ‘must’ include that conversation in our 
speech – even though that is normally not 
relevant to what is being said, and we 
don’t do that for groups of people. English 
users are quite happy to use they for an 
individual if we don’t know their gender. 
For example: ‘If a student witnesses any 
bullying, they should report it to their year 
office.’   Think back to your early French 
or Spanish lessons – how weird did it feel 

that you had to remember whether a table 
is a male thing or a female thing so you 
could use the right ‘it’?  Why is there a 
need to make that irrelevant distinction? 

That covers what pronouns are – but how 
about why they are important? They are 
the most commonly used way to describe 
someone by gender and gender is a core 
part of many people’s identity.  Imagine if 
every time someone talked about you or 
spoke to you, they used a name that was 
not your name.  Imagine if every time 
someone spoke about you, they labelled 
you as something that you are not.  That is 
exactly what happens when someone is 
referred to by pronouns which are not their 
pronouns.  

As I said in assembly, in British (and more 
generally Western) society, we are used to 
almost everything being coded as male or 
female, whether that is by the colour of a 
child’s toy, the act of putting oil in the car 
or cooking dinner. These distinctions are 
clearly not based in reality, but they are 
persistent and linked to our perceptions 
and expectations of gender. 

 

 

 

 



Some definitions here may help: 
 

Sex: Either of the two main categories 
(male and female) into which humans 
and many other living things are divided 
on the basis of their reproductive 
functions, usually decided by a doctor at 
birth. It is important to also recognise 
that biology is not always a clear cut as 
dividing us into the two categories of 
male or female, and that intersex people 
exist. 
 

Gender: an innate identity of your  
expression, 
particular qualities or ways of behaving w
hich society associates with 
being male, female, or another identity. 

Throughout history, there have been 
people whose sex and gender do not 
agree, or who do not feel part of a 
specific gender, and this is the case 
today. The most obvious expression of 
this is with transgender people, whose 
gender is different to the sex assigned to 
them at birth. Transgender people should 
be treated as the gender that they are, 
and referred to by using their preferred 
pronoun, rather than the one for their 
assigned sex. 

Many people find that neither (or both) 
female gender norms nor male gender 
norms fit them so do not identify as either 
male or female. Sometimes people do not 
feel that any specific gender is the correct 
way to identify them and may instead feel 
that they are non binary, or outside of the 
male/female set of identities.  Others 
may sometimes feel that their gender 
identity is not fixed and varies, which can 
be described as being genderfluid or 
genderqueer.  I recently had a 
conversation with a genderqueer young 

person who said that sometimes being 
called ‘he’ feels wrong and sometimes it 
feels right, and that sometimes being 
called ‘she’ feels wrong and sometimes it 
feels right and that (for them) ‘they’ 
usually feels ok, so they prefer to be 
referred to by ‘they/them’ pronouns.  What 
this means to me is that I will do my best 
to refer to them as ‘they’ whenever I am 
talking about them. 

Whilst you might not always understand 
someone’s gender identity, it is important 
to remember that a basic tenet of respect 
is to refer to someone how they want to be 
referred to as. We all naturally assume 
things about people when we first meet 
them, including their gender, based on 
how they present themselves. It is 
important to ask people who they would 
like to be referred to as instead of just 
assuming, as gender expression is not 
always the same as gender identity. Just 
like we would ask someone their name 
when first meeting them, let us normalise 
asking people what pronouns they use.  

 

* Recent in this case meaning since 18th Century 

grammarians decided that it was ungrammatical 
to use a pronoun for both singular and plural 
meanings, which is bizarre since the pronoun you 
was (and still is) used to mean either one person 
or a group of people.    https://public.oed.com/
blog/a-brief-history-of-singular-they/ 

 

 

 

TL;DR: People are people and  
pronouns are not hard; just use 
the pronouns for someone that 
they use for themself.  

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/particular
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/quality
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/way
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/behave
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/society
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/associate
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/male
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/female
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/identity


LGBT+ facts in numbers           Key figures (as per December 2020)  

There are 124 UN member States (64% of UN member States) where consensual same-sex sexu-
al acts between adults are legal. 

Criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts 

69 UN member States still criminalise consensual same-sex sexual acts between adults (67 by 
explicit provisions of law, 2 de facto).  Additionally, these acts are criminalised in one non-
independent territory (Cook Islands, New Zealand) and in certain jurisdictions within two UN 
member States (Gaza in Palestine and certain provinces in Indonesia)  

In 6 UN member States, the death penalty is the legally prescribed punishment for consensual 
same-sex sexual acts: Brunei, Iran, Mauritania, Nigeria (12 Northern states only), Saudi Arabia 
and Yemen 

In 5 additional UN member States - Afghanistan, Pakistan, Qatar, Somalia (including Somaliland) 
and the United Arab Emirates - certain sources indicate that the death penalty could potentially 
be imposed for consensual same-sex conduct, but there is less legal certainty on the matter. 

 

Restriction of rights 

At least 42 UN member States have legal barriers to freedom of expression on sexual orientation 
and gender identity issues 

At least 51 UN member States have legal barriers to the formation, establishment or registration 
of NGOs working on issues related sexual and gender diversity. 



  

Protection from discrimination  

11 UN member States contain constitutional provisions that specify sexual orientation in 
their anti-discrimination protections 

57 UN member States offer broad protections against discrimination based on sexual orien-
tation - including in education, health, the provision of goods and services and/or housing 

81 UN member States have laws protecting from workplace discrimination on the basis of 
sexual orientation 

48 UN member States impose enhanced criminal penalties for offences motivated by 
hate towards the victim’s sexual orientation 

45 UN member States have laws that punish acts of incitement to hatred, discrimination or 
violence based on sexual orientation 

4 UN member States (Brazil, Ecuador, Germany, Malta) have nationwide bans 
against “conversion therapies”.  There are subnational bans in 5 other UN member States: 
Australia, Canada, Mexico, Spain, United States. 

  

Recognition of rainbow families  

28 UN member States recognise same-sex marriage. One non-UN member jurisdiction 
(Taiwan) has also legalised same-sex marriage. 

34 UN member States provide for some partnership recognition  

28 States have joint adoption laws, while 32 States allow for same-sex second parent adop-
tion. 



 

 

 

 

 

Being a Straight Ally   

By Jazz Caswill   

Hello everyone and today I’m going to be talking what being a straight ally is like, 
I know that some of you don’t care about LGBTQ+ or think you need to be any of 
those sexualities to support the LGBTQ+ community but straight people can 
support LGBTQ+ no matter who they are.   

When I was young, I didn’t know any thing about LGBTQ+, I didn’t know about be-
ing non-binary or transgender. That was until one of my friends (I won’t be saying 
who his name is) said that she was thinking to become transgender. I didn’t 
know what it was at first, so I asked her. “What does transgender mean?” She re-
plied “Transgender means changing your gender to the opposite gender”. I still 
didn’t know what meant but I agreed with her. When I was in year eight, I started 
searching up what transgender meant and I finally found out what it meant but 
that didn’t stop from searching up more about LGBTQ+ I soon saw that there 
more than two genders, boys can marry the same gender, girls can marry the 
same gender and so on. But deep down in me I thought only LGBTQ+ people can 
care about the LGBTQ+ community but straight people can’t, so I pretended that 
I didn’t know anything about LGBTQ+ in case people thought I was lesbian.   

I asked my friend “Can straight people support LGBTQ+?” 
He replied, “Yes straight people can support LGBTQ+ they 
are called straight allies”. After I heard what he said I knew I 
wasn’t alone. When I came to year nine, I made a new friend 
(again I won’t be saying their name like the last one) and we 
had so much fun. Then one day ,when I was with my new 
friend and my friends, our new friend came out to us as non
-binary I told them “I support you.” I was happy for who they 
were. A few days later another friend came out as non-
binary, bisexual, genderfluid and abrosexual I still supported 
them for who they are. I know that young people might say 
“that’s so gay” just because someone is dressed or how 
they act. Please don’t judge people for who they are. Sup-
port people if they are LGBTQ+ to stop homophobia spread-
ing in our school. Thank you.    



LGBT+ people from history that you may not 
know about 

These are examples of LGBT+ people through history. Some of them are inspira-
tional and some had complex and possibly problematic ideas, just as people alive 
today do.  

Khnumhotep and Niankhkhnum were a gay couple who lived 
in Ancient Egypt during the 25th century BCE. 

They were buried together in a 
tomb with paintings and inscrip-
tions depicting their relationship 
according to the practices of mar-
ried couples at the time. 

This means their tomb must have 
been purposefully constructed for 
two men without much prejudice. 

Alexander the Great took the throne of Macedo-
nia when he was twenty and then conquered 
large parts of Greece, Persia and Asia Minor.  
His empire eventually reached  from the Adriatic 
Sea to the River Indus. As well as having several 
wives, it is also believed that Alexander had a 
long term sexual relationship with his friend  
Hephaeston. 

Anne Lister was a wealthy and well travelled 
heiress, who wrote a five million word diary 
before her death in 1840.  The parts of the di-
ary describing her lesbian relationships were 
written in code.  Often called the ‘first mod-
ern lesbian’,  the 2019 TV series Gentleman 
Jack was based on two books written about 
her life. 



LGBT+ people from history that you may not 
know about 

Simeon Solomon was born in 1840 and 
was an artist. He held a number of exhi-
bitions at the Royal Academy and was 
a member of the Pre-Raphaelite circle. 

In 1873, Solomon was arrested  and 
charged with attempting to commit        
sodomy. He was fined, the next year he 
was arrested again (in Paris) and spent 
3 months in prison. 

When he was released, his reputation 
was ruined and he lost many of his 
friends and also his ability to exhibit his 
work in many galleries. He died in pov-
erty, and his cause of death was heart   

failure brought on by bronchitis and alcoholism.    

Catherine Duleep Singh was the    
second daughter of Maharajah         
Duleep Singh – the last Maharaja 
of the Sikh Empire. He moved to 
England and, when Catherine was 
born, Queen Victoria became her 
godmother. In 1894, Catherine and 
her sisters were at Buckingham 
Palace for their presentation as 
debutantes. She was an active 
member of the Women’s Rights 
movement. Together with her life 
partner, Lina Schäfer, she moved to 
Germany in 1908 and remained 
there until Lina’s death on 26 Au-
gust 1938. 



LGBT+ people from history that you may not 
know about 

Roberta Cowell was a com-
petitive racing driver who 
competed in the Antwerp 
Grand Prix in 1939. 
She went on to become a pi-
lot in the RAF, at one stage 
being captured by German 
troops and held for five 
months.  

In 1950, Roberta met a Brit-
ish surgeon called Michael Dillon, who supported her to 
transition from male to female. She was pleased with the 
result, but had to stop racing due to the discrimination 
she faced.  

Josephine Baker was an Ameri-
can dancer who became incredi-
bly popular in the 1920’s, espe-
cially in France. She became a 
French citizen and during the 
Second World War she used her 
status as an entertainer to work 
for the French resistance. During 
the 1950’s she was an active 
part of the American civil rights 
movement. Through her life, Jo-
sephine had a number of rela-
tionships with both men and 
women.  When she died in 1975 
she became the first American 
woman to receive French mili-
tary honours. 



My egg cracked* not long ago. The 
trans experience is quite new to me 
and, even though I have been trans my 
whole life, understanding this about my-
self has changed quite a lot about me. I 
think we’re at a point where just about 
everyone knows what a trans and/or a 
nonbinary person is but actually ex-
plaining what it’s like is pretty difficult. 

As I’ve said, I’ve always been trans and 
evidence for that can be seen through-
out my life. I’ve definitely experienced 
gender dysphoria** since I was young, 
constantly daydreaming about morph-
ing my body into something, anything 
else. I imagine cutting myself up into 
pieces and putting them back together 
like Frankenstein. I yearned to be inhu-
man, an incomprehensible amorphous 
blob. I avoided mirrors like the plague 
until I wasn’t even sure what I looked 
like anymore. I chocked all this up to 
body dysmorphia and low self-esteem. I 
even ignored the more obvious things 
like wanting to wear a binder “just to 
see what it’s like” and the inexplicable 
immense glee I found in the short time 
in my life where everyone thought I was 
a boy. It feels weird looking back at how 
I never realised. I’ve understood trans 
and nonbinary people for many years, 
yet I still didn’t believe I was part of it. I 
told myself I “just wanted to feel spe-
cial” and shouldn’t come out in fear of 
being a cis woman invading trans and 
nonbinary spaces. I even argued it was 
a manifestation of internalised misogy-
ny. These, obviously, are ridiculous ide-
as I’d never argue to anyone else ques-
tioning their gender but I, for some rea-

son, felt a need to gatekeep transness 
from myself. So, it took me a while, but 
I’m sure now. 

Well, sure is a little generous. I am cer-
tain I am not a woman nor a man, but 
what I am, I’m not so certain. I don’t real-
ly know my pronouns and I don’t know 
my name; I just know she/her and the 
name I have now aren’t it. 

Somehow, gender dysphoria got one mil-
lion times worse when I understood 
that’s what I’d been feeling all these 
years. I actually feel better in my femme 
presenting body now than I did when I 
was younger but knowing the way others 
perceive feels worse than it ever has be-
fore. I have hope that this is the hardest 
part. That when I know my name and pro-
nouns, when I’m out to everyone and 
they’ve gotten used to it, when I choose 
who I’m around, I trust I’ll feel better, 
more myself. 

An Approximation of the Trans Nonbinary Experience 



Gender dysphoria is hard to describe, and 
different for every trans person. Not all 
trans people feel it. For how it makes me 
feel, the best way I could describe it is 
that it’s like rejection. Like being unloved, 
unrecognised, underestimated, unseen. 
Like no matter how many times you tell 
people your name, they always forget it. 
Like you don’t matter. 

I’m not out to everyone. I’m out to my par-
ents, brother, and some close friends, but 
not anyone else. I’m not keeping it a se-
cret; I just haven’t mentioned it yet. Stay-
ing in the closet feels safe. 

I love my parents. They care for me so 
much. They are good people. But this 
was a learning curve for them. For the 
first week, they wouldn’t change my pro-
nouns. It hurt. More than anything else. 
Being misgendered by people who knew 
me and who I was hurt more than any 

abuse a stranger or someone I’m not 
out to could throw at me. But they are 
trying. And succeeding a lot of the time 
now! What makes me happiest is they 
understand how misgendering makes 
me feel now and they aren’t afraid to 
use they/them for me around other peo-
ple. I want everyone to understand who I 
am. The idea that people look at me and 
see something I’m not hurts. I want to 
shout my queerness loudly to the world. 
But the idea people would misunder-
stand me, would call me she when they 
know it’s wrong, is terrifying. 

Trans women are women. Trans men 
are men. Nonbinary people are nonbi-
nary. Trans rights are human rights. I am 
proud of my genderqueerness. 

 

*An “egg” is a trans person who does 
not know they are trans. When your “egg 
cracks” is when you realise you are 
trans 
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Books with LGBT Characters 
 
The Q&A group would like to thank Miss Schmid for attending our 
session on Friday 11th February. Below are some of the books that she 
spoke to us about and some of our own recommendations. 

 
These books feature LGBT+ characters,  in most cases without making their 
LGBT+ identity the core of the plot. As Miss Schmidt explained, growing up she 
had friends who were part of the LGBT community but the only books featuring 
LGBT characters which were available seemed to centre solely on the issues 
which they faced because of their sexuality and/or gender, rather than that just 
being one facet of their identity and experience. 

The House by the Cerulean Sea by TJ Klune 

This feel good book became a lockdown hit, and is  a 
fun escapist story with a positive message. 

The Song of Achilles by Madeline Miller 

A retelling of the story of the Trojan war narrated by Patroclus, a 
young dispossessed prince who becomes the companion, 
friend and lover of Achilles, the legendary hero. 

Malice by Heather Walter 

This book is set in a world where fairy tales could be real, and 
is told from the perspective of a young woman who could be 
the evil fairy.—but with the hard life of a Cinderella . 

They both die at the end  by Adam Silvera 

This book is not as depressing as it sounds! Set in a dys-
topian future where people are aware when it is the last 
day of their lives. The story is  about two people whose 
lives change over the course of that last  day.  



Competence by Gail Carriger 

Competence is part of the Custard Protocol, a series of 
books based not in a dystopian future but in an alternative 
past with airships, weretigers and vampires.   Competence is 
the story of Victorian young ladies facing the world with 
courage, determination and a regard for the proper etiquette. 

Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe 

The story of the complicated relationship between two 
teenagers, as they face complex family situations, preju-
dice and violence and discover the strength within them-
selves and their friendship.  

Simon vs The Homo Sapiens Agenda by Becky Bertalli 
This book uses the classic take on a gay character and fo-
cusses on the coming out story of a gay sixteen year old, 
but is a very good, engaging read.  It was adapted for film 
as Love Simon. 

The Magnus Chase Series by Rick Riordan 
The author of the Percy Jackson series also  wrote about 
the children of the gods of Asgard. Alex is one of the main 
characters, a child of Loki and is genderfluid.  The stories 
are fun and Magnus’ other companions in his quest to save 
the world include an elf, a dwarf, and a Valkyrie. 

Felix Yz by Lisa Bunker 

Felix is human—but also an alien because a hyperdimension-
al being accidentally fused with him when he was 3 years 
old.  Now thirteen, Felix Yz  is his secret blog in the days 
leading up to ‘the Procedure’ to separate the two entities. 



You have heard of cockney rhyming slang 
which some people believe was used so that 
nonlocals or the police could not understand 
what was being said, but did you know that 
there was a ‘secret slang’ which was used by 
gay people? 

That slang was Polari.  Polari has its roots in 
Italian patois, but developed to include words 
from many different sources, most notably 
from rhyming slang and backslang  (saying 
words as though they were spelt backwards).  
In the 18th century Polari was mostly spoken in 
pubs near the London docks, but from the 
1920s to 1970s it was mainly used by people in 
the theatre business, in gay pubs and on 
merchant ships.     

It enabled gay men in particular to have 
conversations which they could otherwise not 
have had in public.  

By the 1970’s Polari was becoming less used, 
for a number of reasons including the 
decriminalisation of homosexual activity in 
1967 and because more people were becoming 
aware of Polari as it had slipped into segments 
of the mainstream. 

The most significant representation of Polari in 
the mainstream culture was from two recurring 
characters in a BBC radio comedy of the 
1960’s; Julian and Sandy in ‘Round the 
Horne’ (played by Hugh Paddick and Kenneth 

Polari  or  

How bona to varda your fatabulosa eek -  

What a dolly esong! 
By Ms Cavadias 

Williams).  Julian and Sandy peppered their 
conversations with Polari and were masters of 
the double entrendre. 

To give a flavour of the sketches and of the use 
of Polari, here is an extract from a sketch in 
which Julian and Sandy had taken up careers as 
film makers. 

 

Julian: We’re going to do Samson and Delilah. 

Sandy: Go on Jules, how do you see it? 

Julian: Well, I see Samson as huge and all 
butch, with great bulging thews and whopping 
great lallies, with long blond riah hanging right 
down his Jim and Jack – 

Sandy: That’s rhyming slang for ‘back’ or, for 
France – ‘down his Jules and Jim’ – but I won’t 
go into that. Yes – so what happens? 

Julian:  I’ll tell you what happens – the film 
opens with him lying there, spark out on his 
palliasse.  Suddenly there’s a movement behind 
the arras, and who comes trolling in but this 
palome Delilah. She vadas his sleeping eek and 
she pulls out this pair of scissors and lops off 
his riah. 

Sandy: Yes. I can see that. Great close up of his 
head – nante riah. That’s your cinema veritie. 

Julian:  Suddenly he comes round. ‘Who’s had 
me riah off?’ he squeals. ‘It’s all ebbing away’ – 
and then the Philistines come and mock him, Mr 
Horne. 

Sandy: What a figure of tragedy he presents. 

Julian: Then they drag him up to the King’s 
lattie, and shin his lallies to a pillar. Then he gets 

his wild up and with one mighty heave he brings 
the whole lattie tumbling tumbling about their 
heads. End of film. 

Sandy: Bravo, Jules, bravo! It’s an Oscar winner.  
I shall go and go again. 



In the list of Polari words below, you will see some which overlap with other slang, and some, like 
naff and khazi, which became integrated into common usage. 

Polari Standard English 

ajax  nearby (from adjacent?) 

batts  shoes 

bevvy  drink 

bijou  small 

bod  body 

bold  daring 

bona  good 

butch  masculine; masculine lesbi-
an 

camp  effeminate 

capello  hat 

carsey  toilet, also spelt khazi 

charper  search 

charpering omi  policeman 

cod  naff, vile 

crimper  hairdresser 

dish  an attractive male 

dizzy  scatterbrained 

dolly  pretty, nice, pleasant 

drag  clothes, especially women's 
clothes 

ecaf  face (backslang) 

eek  face (abbreviation of ecaf) 

ends  hair 

esong  nose 

fantabulosa  wonderful 

feele  child 

gelt  money 

glossies  magazines 

handbag  money 

hoofer  dancer 

jarry  food, also mangarie 

kaffies  trousers 

lallies  legs 

latty  room, house or flat 

lills  hands 

lilly  police (Lilly Law) 

luppers  fingers 

Polari Standard English 

mangarie  food, also jarry 

measures  money 

meese  plain, ugly (from Yiddish) 

meshigener  nutty, crazy 

metzas  money 

mince  walk (affectedly) 

naff  bad, drab 

nanti  not, no 

national hand-
bag 

 dole 

nishta  nothing, no 

oglefakes  glasses 

ogles  eyes 

omi  man 

omi-polone  effeminate man 

onk  nose 

orbs  eyes 

palare pipe  telephone 

palliass  back (as in part of body) 

park  give 

plate  feet 

polari  chat, talk 

polone  woman 

pots  teeth 

riah/riha  hair 

riah shusher  hairdresser 

scarper  to run off 

scotch  leg 

sharpy  policeman 

shush  steal (from client) 

shush bag  holdall 

shyker / shyckle  wig 

slap  makeup 

strillers  piano 

thews  thighs 

troll  to walk about 

vada/varda  to see 



It is not difficult to understand why it is a 
positive idea to create an LGBTQ+ friend-
ly environment. However, it is trickier to 
understand why it is important. After all, 
isn’t there no legal discrimination any-
more? 

 
It all comes back to one of the major 
everyday struggles of the LGBTQ+ com-
munity: the struggle with uncertainty. A 
lot of LGBTQ+ people fear their identity 
being “found out”, even when they are in 
an environment that has not been out-
wardly hostile to their community. In my 
experience as a young LGBTQ+ person, 
despite internally being proud of who I 
am and being out to many people, I still 
lower my voice when discussing LGBTQ+ 
topics and issues. There is no obvious or 
realistic consequence; just an imagined 
bogeyman ready to jump out and yell at 
you for being LGBTQ+ if you talk about it 
too loudly, or are “too” LGBTQ+. 

  

Due to how LGBTQ+ issues are often 
treated as taboo, or otherwise not talked 
about just because they are not thought 
of, it is very hard to be able to tell 
someone’s views without it being 
brought up. It is unfortunately too com-
mon for someone to come out only to 
find out that the person they just opened 

up to is unsupportive. How comfortable 
someone is in an environment, there-
fore, is often dictated by what is talked 
about - or how. That’s what the main 
issues about phrases like ‘that’s so gay’ 
can be. Not specifically that the phrase 
is inaccurate, but that it communicates 
to LGBTQ+ people that at the very least 
the person saying it and those around it 
are ignorant to LGBTQ+ issues, and at 
worst that they are intolerant. Some-

times ignorance can be just as exhaust-
ing as intolerance, if less dangerous, as 
you end up taking on the role of educat-
ing the people in question. The same 
can apply to teachers; if a student in 
their class yells and calls another stu-
dent ‘gay!’ then even if that teacher is 
completely supportive of the community 
in their views I, or any other LGBTQ+ stu-
dent, may wonder if they are intolerant 
or ignorant if they don’t stop/correct 
that student. 

 
There is also more gender identity spe-
cific issues - though people with non-
traditional gender identities will also be 
cautious due to ignorant statements 
about sexuality, as someone is rarely  
uninformed about sexuality but in-
formed on gender, there are specific red 
flags/ignorant statements to be made 
about gender identity. On the ignorant 
end of the spectrum, there is making fun 
of people for expressing gender in a way 
that does not match the gender you 
view them as having, or making fun of 
the use of non-traditional pronouns 
(often they/them as singular), even 
when not addressing a specific person. 
On the more serious side, there is mak-
ing fun of transitioning or repeatedly us-
ing the wrong pronouns. In the last case, 
it is important to note that as you start 
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using different pronouns for someone 
you used to use different ones for, you 
will naturally mess up! It mainly be-
comes a problem when it becomes 
clear that you are purposefully not put-
ting in an effort to switch over - other-
wise, just say “sorry, [correct pronoun] 
said/did/went” and move on after mess-
ing up. 

 
More often than actually being mali-
cious, such situations arise from igno-
rance. As I am mainly talking about 
teenagers, ignorance is not the be all 
end all - obviously as, they grow and de-
velop, hopefully, people will become 
more educated and informed. One of 
the most important ways to create an 
LGBTQ+ friendly environment is to actu-
ally speed up this process and help edu-
cate others, rather than putting the re-
sponsibility for that on LGBTQ+ people. 
Obviously, on more nuanced topics, it is 

good to listen to LGBTQ+ voices and 
experiences, but something as simple 
as correcting someone’s use of pro-
nouns so that LGBTQ+ person doesn’t 
have to themselves makes a big im-
pact. You aren’t being mean or calling 
your friend mean if you politely correct 
them if they say something insensitive, 
and any LGBTQ+ people who may be 
hearing that conversation (especially 
those in your friendship group who are 
not out yet) feel safer, more secure and 
more welcome in their school environ-
ment. Sometimes you can also help by 
educating yourself - reading an article 
about why pronouns are important, or 
about an LGBTQ+ person’s experience, 
and then using that to inform your fu-
ture actions, can also go a long way. 

 

LGBT+ history month form quiz winners  

Congratulations to 10TUR and 12ANG who had the joint 
highest number of correct answers in the LGBT history 
month quiz. 

It was lovely to see that so many of you remembered from the 

assembly that the earliest evidence of a gay couple was from 
Egypt; although not many of you had picked up on the fact that 
February is the LGBT history month because that is when Sec-

tion 28,  the law which prevented LGBT issues from being dis-
cussed in education, was repealed. 



Things that we like  with LGBT+ characters  

by members of the Q&A group 

 
Glee  
A musical tv show on Netflix with many characters who are LGBT+. 
 

House M.D. 
The character Dr Remy Hadley is a doctor who is bi and has a lot of struggles in her personal and 
work life. 

 

Let It Snow 
A change I'm really glad to see in media is LGBTQ+ romances that are just romances - where the 
main focus is not on any particular coming out arc, though there may be some LGBTQ+, but in-
stead on the actual couple. As someone who very much enjoys all romcoms, regardless of quali-
ty (my one weakness), I have been glad to be able to see this uptick for myself - for example, the 
Netflix Christmas rom com, Let It Snow, that came out in 2019, has several romance storyline- 
and one was LGBTQ+, and all characters either react positively, or not at all! 

 

Leverage: Redemption  

I really enjoy when media that I was watching has LGBTQ+ representation I wasn't expecting - 
something that often  happens with TV shows. Recently, I was watching Leverage: Redemption 
(an episodic show where reformed criminals help normal people fight back against big compa-
nies and the government), and was pleasantly surprised. Not only were some of their clients 
LGBTQ+, with their identities being only vaguely relevant, but also one of the main characters was 
casually LGBTQ+, with that fact brought up only when relevant, same as for their straight counter-
parts - this no-nonsense, casual representation is always a joy to discover, and makes me hopeful 
for the future of representation. 

 

Loveless 
Loveless is a book by Alice Oseman about an aromantic asexual person, and her friends (most 
are LGBT+) as she realises and understands her identify. 

 

Stranger Things 

From the Stranger Things, Robin is lesbian and she never gets a chance to ask her crush about 
the face that she likes her. Also in Fear Streets, Deena and Sam are both together. Deena tried 
everything to keep Sam alive and save Sam from a witch’s curse. 





LGBT+ History Month Art Competition 

Wow! The standard of the 
artwork submitted as part 

of the competition was in-
credible and it will be used 

on a new LGBT+ display 
board.  As far as we are 
concerned, every student 

who entered is a winner, 
but extra special mentions 

go to the artists featured 
on this page. 





 

 

 

 


